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Abstract. Production activity control of industrial systems is evolving in two
separate directions for the past decade, double evolution which seems contradictory at first. First, a deeper integration of all the actors in/each actor of the
industrial system, from the raw materials suppliersup to the customerservice
department dealing with customers’rising demands. This is known as the concept of “supply chain”, generally international as the market is globalized. The
second evolution is due to an increasing need for flexibility and reactivity, on
one hand to answer to an increasingly varied demand, and on the other hand to
have a better reaction to the disruptions appearing in the increasingly complex
manufacturing systems. These evolutions imply a deep modification of the
structure of these manufacturing systems, progressively mutating from an hierarchical organization – where the decisions are taken level by level, top to bottom, each level communicating its decisions to lower levels – to a networked
organization, each node of this network being to some extent an/more or less an
autonomous decision center. This control concept is very attractive, as it
enables to significantly increase the control’s robustness by considering modeling uncertainties and disruptions. However, very few academic papers deal with
a detailed example of highly intelligent products in a context of product driven
systems. This paper intends to show the evolution of a flexible manufacturing
system, from a data oriented perspective to a product driven one.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Production activity control of industrial systems is evolving in two separate directions
for the past decade, double evolution which seems contradictory at first. First, a deeper integration of all the actors in/each actor of the industrial system, from the raw
materials suppliers up to the customer service department dealing with customers’
rising demands. This is known as the concept of “supply chain”, generally international as the market is globalized. The second evolution is due to an increasing need

for flexibility and reactivity, on one hand to answer to an increasingly varied demand,
and on the other hand to have a better reaction to the disruptions appearing in the
increasingly complex manufacturing systems. These evolutions imply a deep modification of the structure of these manufacturing systems, progressively mutating from
an hierarchical organization – where the decisions are taken level by level, top to
bottom, each level communicating its decisions to lower levels – to a networked organization, each node of this network being to some extent an/more or less an autonomous decision center[12].
It is interesting to spot the fractal characteristic of this evolution. Indeed, the evolution is present at the level of the supply chain, where the network is constituted of
many managers and subcontractors. Furthermore, it is also possible to see this evolution inside the manufacturing workshop, considered more and more as a network of
manufacturing resources which negotiate to balance the work load. At the lowest
level, the so called smart sensors and actuators become able to communicate with
each other through field buses. This shift from a hierarchical toaheterarchical structure is often carried out with a change in the way the production activity is controlled,
which changes from predictive to reactive.
The predictive production activity control is based on the concept of scheduling.
Scheduling which tries to forecast in time the date of execution of every task (transformation, transportation, preventive maintenance, etc.). This control is said to be
predictive in the sense that decisions are made at a given time but are not applied until
later on..The advantage of predictive scheduling is the ability to deal with the whole
manufacturing system, so that by considering all the manufacturing resources, it can
guarantee a relative optimization of the system’s behavior. This optimization is unfortunately relative because of two main issues. The first is the algorithmic complexity
of most of the efficient scheduling methods, making their application difficult for
industrial implementation. The use of meta-heuristics is generally chosen to solve this
problem, but then appears the second issue, which is the lack of flexibility of the solution given by the method. Indeed, the global approach carries a prediction of decisions
which are not longer valid at the moment of their application. Therefore, in an industrial context, the efficiency of the best scheduling methods is often altered by the numerous disruptions occurring on the system which question the initially planned
dates.
The Reactive control, another approach, is based in the application of the decisions
made up in real time during production according to set of specified rules. The aim
here is not to suppress any prediction feature in the decision making process, but to
always take the decisions as late as possible, i.e. at the time of their application. This
approach implies giving a more important place to the product, passing from a simple
raw material circulating in the system to a real actor of the control system, able to
interact with other components within the system. The genesis of this control vision
can be found in the holon paradigm[13][15].It was then was developed the concept of
product-driven systems, which aims at giving the product an active and participative
role in the decision making process and data flows created by the manufacturing system. All in order to fulfill theobjectives of transformation, transportation, maintenance, logistics, use and recycling[6][8].

This control concept is very attractive as it enables to significantly increase the robustness of the controlby considering modeling uncertainties and disruptions[11].
Pinot et al. [9] compared a posteriori the solutions given by a predictive scheduler, a
group scheduling algorithm (with two levels of flexibility) and by a product driven
control, with respect to the transportation times which are modeled in scheduling
algorithms.
This kind of control is very popular, as it marks the evolution of manufacturing
systems towards a higher degree of flexibility. Technically, such evolution was made
possible with the emergence of RFID technologies (Radio Frequency Identification)
which give the product the ability to communicate and store data[4].However, very
few academic papers deal with a detailed example of highly intelligent products in the
context of product driven systems. This paper intends to show the evolution of a flexible manufacturing system (FMS), from data oriented to a product driven production.
In the next section, several concepts are introduced, some new, other from literature, and most importantly a classification of products into two levels of intelligence
within a flexible manufacturing system.These two levels will be the basis of the last
two sections, which present the evolution of a manufacturing system from level 1 to
level 2.

2

DECISION MAKING IN A PRODUCT DRIVEN SYSTEM

2.1

Physical structure of a product in a product driven system.

The first thing to define when talking about product driven systems is the notion of
product. Indeed, in such control, the product becomes a real actor in the decisions that
define its future, and thus can no longer be considered as a single piece of raw materials. This implementation does not come without posing economic difficulties, especially when considering high manufacturing rates, characterized of having very large
flows of low value products. When the WIP (Work in Process) is relatively low, one
solution consists in associating each product to a component which will give its intelligence. Thus, for both economic and interoperability reasons, the intelligent product
in a manufacturing system is often the combination of several components (Fig.1).
The simplest structure is made by the association of the product itself being manufactured and a transporter (base), for example a pallet carrying this product. It is the association product+transporterwhich has to be studied, as it can be potentially identified as an intelligent product

Fig.1.Structureof an intelligent product

2.2

The production activity control function of a product driven system

In the context of product driven systems, [5]suggests a control architecture basedon
the concept of Holonic Manufacturing System (HMS).
This is a distributed system (Fig.2), based on cooperation between:
 Resource controllers, ensuring the correct execution of transformation andtransportation operations;
 Product controllers, ensuring the completeness and the correct order of operations
performed on the product.
[5] also suggeststhe use of the dynamic reconfiguration controlintroduced previously
in literature. Other related works, such as [7], deal with the development of an environment (based on a distributed control through a multi-agent platform) designed to
evaluate the control policies of product driven systems.On a general point of view,
[10] defines manufacturing control as the set of functions necessary to start and track
production, i.e. real-time control of planned fabrication orders containing, among
others, the 3-tuple {task ; resource ; date).In the context of product driven systems, we
suggest to add to this definition all the decisions which are induced by the flow of
products, granting an acceptable behavior to the system according to one or several
performance criterions. Indeed, what mainly seems to characterize a product driven
system (are these/is this collection of) induced decisions. This definition implies the
fact that two more tasks have to be performed: constant Tracking of production, implying a direct acquisition of data from the system itself, and a set of decisions, depending particularly on these data.

Fig.2.Product driven system architecture introduced by [5]

The decision is thus found at the centre of such control systems. As a matter of fact,
this paragraph intends to identify all the elements involved in a decision.Each decision could be split intofive main characteristics:
1. The Decision Trigger (D): event triggering the decision making process;
2. The Decision Center (C): smart entityof the system which evaluates the decision;
3. The Decision Parameters (P): Set of data (measured, evaluated or
planned)influencing the decision making process;
4. The System Directly impacted by the Decision (Sd): Subset of the systemon which
the decision has a direct impact.
5. The System Influenced by the Decision (Si): Subset of the system on which the decision has an indirect influence.
To illustrate these concepts, we consider the example of the control used in a flow
shop represented on Fig.3: after using machine 1, a decision has to be made on
whether moving to machine 2 or 3. The decision trigger corresponds then to the availability of the product at the exit of machine 1; the decision center is located within the
control of machine 1. The parameters for the decision are the occupancy readingsof
buffers 2 and 3, located in a database updated in real-time by the machines’ decision
centers, and the data related to the product at the exit of machine 1 (priority, due date,
processing time, etc.) carried by the product. As for the product, the selected machine
and its buffer form a system directly impacted by the decision. Ad minima, the influenced system are the other machine, as it will not handle the product.

Fig.3.Flow shop with parallel machines

These definitions show that the product is, obviously, at the center of everything. The
concept of intelligent products, as defined in[16] and developed in [6], is used here.
The authors definethe product as an entity, both physical and informational, abletostore data, communicate, act and/ormake decisions. They have also defined five basic
functions:
1. Possess a unique identification;
2. Communicatewith its environment;
3. Store and handledata about itself;
4. Master a dialog languageto communicateits state and data;
5. Participate in the decision making processes duringitsevolution.
From these basic functions, [6]defines two main levels of intelligence of the product.
The following paragraph illustrates these levels on the example of Fig.3:
1. For level 1, the trigger is the event corresponding tothe arrival of a productat the
exit of machine M1. Same as before,the product carries most or all of the decision’s parameters (P). However, the decision centeris an entity of the manufacturing system, external to the product. This level can equally consider products possessing a simple identification (barcode, etc.), products with sensing capabilities
to sense its environment (instrumented products) or even those possessing a
read/write data storage and communication capabilities (such as RFID for example). This level integrates functions 1 to 3 of the intelligent product as defined in
[6], which then talks about data oriented product.
2. At level 2, the product isat the same time, both, the author of the triggering event
and the decision center itself. It evaluates by itself the impact of the decision based
on the data that it is able to store or retrieve directly from the environment. Its
communication abilitiesmight enable it to communicate with other decision centers
in order to make its decision. This level integratesthe products able to,

both,evaluate the efficiency of thepossible alternative solutionsand interact with the
system to apply the decision. This level also integrates all the functions of an intelligent product as defined by[6].
The following sections introduce the control corresponding to a level 1 and to a level
2 for the same flexible manufacturing system.

3

LEVEL 1 MANUFACTURING SYSTEM

The flexible manufacturing system studied [3] is a job-shop with an automated
transport system and six workstations (Fig.4). It is located in the workshop of the IUT
de Nantes, France, and is integrated to a larger complex. The products presented in
Fig.1 are assembled: workstation 1 enables to put or retrieve a product base on the
transporter; workstations 2, 3 and 5 are able to assemble the product base with colored
items to build the product; workstation 4 is an automated vision quality control
workstation; workstation 6 is dedicated to the manual assembling and disassembling
of poor quality products. Full and empty product bases (representing manufactured
products and raw materials) are stored in the AS/RS (Automated Storage/Retrieval
System), and are delivered on workstation 1 through the transfer workstation. Colored
items are also stored in the AS/RS, and are delivered on each workstation via the
AGV (Automated Guided Vehicles).
On the FMS, a transporters’ storehouse (made up by an accumulation conveyor)
enables the storage of the idle/unassigned transporters. The 42 transporters are
equipped with RFID tags. The production data of the transporter are written into the
tag when it leaves the storehouse: number of products to transport (sequentially),
recipe of each product in terms of operations, etc. At the same time, each workstation
has a list of operations it is able to perform. Therefore, when the transporters move on
to the main loop and arrive to the entrance of a workstation, a comparison between
the next operation of the recipe and the list of operations the workstation is able to
perform is made. According to the chosen rule, the transporters may enter the
workstation or continue on the main loop. Once at the workstation, the data are read
on the tag, and the workstation executes the operation needed by the product [1].
Fig.5 shows the topologic localization of the basic decisions that have to be taken
all along the manufacturing process. Here are the questions that have to be answered
at the corresponding decision points





DG1: At which date will the production begin?
DG2: How many transporters will be allocated to this order?
DG3: Which priority will be given to the order?
DG4: Should the transporter located at the entrance of the storehouse re-enter the
storehouse or stay in the main loop?
 DL1: Should the transporter located at the entrance of a workstation enter the
workstation or stay on the main loop?

 DL2: At the end of an operation, can the product pass on to the next operation
indicated by the recipe or should an additional operation be applied for quality
matters?
 DL3: Should the transporter enter the workstation or should it continue in the buffer to be treated later on?
 DL4: Should the transporter continue in the buffer or should it rejoin the main
loop?

Fig.4.Integration of the job-shop in its environment

Obviously, numerous other decisions might be taken, considering the production
objectives. However, it is clear that the decisions are explicitly made by the workstations, based on the data carried by the product. This FMS is thus at level 1 of
Wong’s/the classification in [6].
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EVOLUTION TO A LEVEL 2 MANUFACTURING
SYSTEM

The evolution presented here is due to the desire of changing the way the production
orders are placed on the system. Instead of going through the supervision (informational flow), via the ERP, the will is to use the physical flow, and therefore the products. The idea is to equip every product base and every colored item with an RFID
tag. These tags are meant to become the trigger of actions when read by an appropriate reader.

Fig.5.Decision points in the assembly line.

The target architecture to implement is a holonic architecture, namely,
PROSA[13][15]which presents a predictive/reactive behavior. The request for production is triggered by a resource holon located in the storehouse. When a production
has to be started (for example, due date written on a product base is approaching), this
holon retrieves a container of product bases, and transfers it to workstation 1. A request for transporters is then sent to the holon handling the storehouse. When a transporter is said to be available, the storehouse sends it to workstation 1.
Once on the workstation, the empty transporter negotiates the deposit of a product
base with the Cartesian robot of workstation 1. When the product base is mounted, the
transporter reads the data of the product database stores these data in its internal
memory and leaves the workstation. Once on the central loop, it negotiates with the
workstations’ resource holons to reserve a time slot for treatment.
It is thus the transporter which can decide to enter or not to a workstation, and is
thus able to act on its environment to turn off direction whenever needed. The issue
here is for the transporter to be able to know its localization within the assembly line.
This application will be made in a special fashion in order to save in costs and energy
consumption: the transporter knows the exact configuration of the network; each time
it senses it arrives to a turn, it is able to know the link it enters.

When a colored item is put on the product base, the transporter retrieves its associated data for traceability and quality control. These data are thus sent to the supervision application, so that the progress of the production order can be visualized.
Fig.6 shows the developed hardware configuration of the transporter together with
the product.
This evolution is extremely close to the notion of product-driven system. It is
meant to form an experimental test bed for numerous fields of research to either:
 Evaluate the pertinence of negotiation protocols;
 Evaluate the performance of dynamic scheduling rules;
 Evaluate the possibility of coupling predictive optimization techniques with reactive behavior;
 Compare the performance of level 0 (classical control), 1 and 2 systems.

Fig.6.Hardwarecomponents of a level 2 intelligent product.

Fig.7 shows the class diagram of the architecture that was designed. This architecture is mainly based on the holonic reference architecture PROSA with its three basic
holons being the product holon, resourceholon and order holon and the staff holons
from which the “Directory Facilitator” is directly inspired on HCBA and on the Multi-Agent System’s platform, JADE. The three basic holons are each in charge one
aspect on the processes of exploration, negotiation and association that lead to the
production of the product in question. The staff holons, in this architecture, where
designed to give coordination between the interactions of the three main basic holons.
More importantly, they provide data about the state of the system that indirectly increases the vision of the negotiating holons on the system’s state. This augmentation
in vision increases the possibilities of system while trying to approach optimality[14].
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Fig.7.Architecture Class Diagram.
Fig. 8 shows the investigated interactions between holons during the launch of an
order coming directly from a client. The main character in this interaction scenario is
the “Order Distributor”. Its essential role is to split the client’s main order into smaller, more manageable sub-orders that can be individually handled by a single transporter. The partition and allocation of sub-orders can be made with simplistic rules, for
example, considering only the energy autonomy of each of the transporters and a
defined weight between parallelism and the number of transporters used. Alternatively, it can be applied more complex and centralized algorithms with augmented vision
of the system as in [2] to choose the distribution that will result in a greater efficiency.
The negotiation process of the transporters with a sub-order assigned is detailed on
Fig. 9.

Fig.8. New order holon management sequence diagram.
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Fig.9.Order holon lifecycle sequence diagram.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents the evolution of a manufacturing system from data oriented to
product-driven. This evolution is made by reconsidering the concept of product, giving it embedded abilities to decide and communicate. Such evolution offers numerous
perspectives, as it is sufficiently open for implementing different roles and behavior
rules.
Furthermore, the control of a product-driven systembeing characterized by a distributed control architecture, each resource is controlled by a decision center. In is becomes obvious how the decisions taken by the system are distributed among the decision centers, and are thus not centralized. This repartition of intelligence throughout
the system is an advantage in the way it eases the control of the system. However, the
decision making process in such system is generally simplistic, as the parameters the
decision centers have at their disposal generally represent just a subset of the data
available about the whole system (generally the neighborhood of Sd), when the impact on Si, might be very important. The evaluation of the best decisionoften needs
for the decision center to have:
1. An increased vision of the systemto dispose of a wider P set;
2. A prevision abilityenabling it to anticipate the impact of the decision on Si.
As shown in[14], the efficiency of a holonic architectureis the abilityof holons to
forecast the future behavior of the system. This is especially true in the case of product driven systems. It would thus be very interesting to apply at real scale the work
developed in [2], dealing with the application of online simulation (or other similar
tools) as a decision support system. If atomic automated decision centers could have
these tools at their disposal, atomic decision making could be not simplistic any more,
and therefore the global behavior could get closer to a hypothetic optimal behavior.
These developments would emphasize the impact of a coupling between heterarchical and hierarchical architectures, generally referred as “semi-heterarchical”. This
coupling would mainly rely on the abilities of the Staff holon, central element of the
prevision capacity.
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